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☛... How to find gke:
I. Arriving by car
1. coming from North-West (A3 from Köln direction Frankfurt):
Exit “Idstein” (next after “Bad Camberg”). Turn right direction “Idstein”. Further see point 2.
2. coming from South-East (A3 from Würzburg or A5 from Darmstadt):
At the cross-section “Frankfurter Kreuz” go to A3 direction Köln, exit “Idstein”, (next after
“Niedernhausen”) and turn right into direction “Idstein”. Turn right again at the first traffic-light (B
275, direction Usingen/ Bad Nauheim) and take the next turn to the right when you reach B 275
after 50m. After 6 km you will reach Waldems-Esch. Turn left at the first possibility (before the
traffic lights) at the sign: Gewerbepark “Auf der Lind”. Further see point 5.
3. coming from A5 from Kassel direction Frankfurt:
Exit “B 275 Obermörlen/ Usingen”, go direction Usingen and follow B 275 road through Usingen
until you come to Waldems-Esch. Turn left into B 8 and turn right into B 275 after 100m. Pass
Waldems-Esch and turn right after the traffic-lights (sign: Gewerbepark “Auf der Lind”. Further
see point 5.
4. from Frankfurt
From Messe go to autoroute A 66 direction Wiesbaden. Use exit “MTZ/Königstein” and go into
Königstein. Turn into B 8 direction Limburg at the roundabout. Pass Glashütten at A 8 until you
reach Waldems-Esch. Turn left into B 275 direction Idstein at the first crossing. Pass WaldemsEsch and turn right after the traffic lights (sign: Gewerbepark „Auf der Lind“).
5. gke in industrial estate „Auf der Lind“ (sign at the B 275)

Follow the directions in the drawing.
Use the parking lot reserved for
visitors between the 2 buildings. The
reception is in building 1 on the 1st
floor on the right.

II. Arriving by public transport
1. by plane
From Rhein-Main-Airport either:
- Taxi: A3 direction Köln, exit “Idstein”, ca. 30 min (see above, approx. 90,00 €) or
- S-Bahn to Frankfurt main station, further see 2. Remember to get a valid ticket valid to
Idstein (11,50 €) from the automatic vendor at the airport prior to entering the train.
Otherwise you will have to pay a 60,00 € fine.
2. by train from Frankfurt main station
Regional train direction Limburg, leave the train in Idstein and use a taxi to gke, 7 km
(approx. 10,00 €) or bus (see www.r-t-v.de). From the bus station it takes a 100 m walk to gke.
We wish you a safe journey!
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